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HOOK:        1.  You can dance if you want to                                                                                                       

@                 [Ba, ba, ba, ba, ba, ba, ba] *                                                                                                           

@                 You can dance if ya want to                                                                                                   

@                 [Ba, ba, ba, ba, ba, ba, ba]                                                                                                               

@                 You can dance, you can dance,                                                                                                           

@                 you can dance, you can dance,                                                                                                                

@                 you can dance if you want to                                                                                                                         

@                 [Ba, ba, ba, ba, ba, ba, ba]                                                                                                                                          

@                      You can dance if you want to                                                                                                                         

@                      [Ba, ba, ba, ba, ba, ba, ba]   

       2.  Take a chance is you want to                                                                                                                 

@          [Ba, ba, ba, ba, ba, ba, ba]                                                                                                               

@          Take a chance like ya need to                                                                                                                   

@          [Ba, ba, ba, ba, ba, ba, ba]                                                                                                                    

@          Take that chance, make that glance                                                                                                   

@          find romance, in the dance,                                                                                                                                      

@          you can dance if you want to                                                                                                          

@  [Ba, ba, ba, ba, ba, ba, ba]                                                                                                                      

@  You can dance if you want to                                                                                                          

@  [Ba, ba, ba, ba, ba, ba, ba] 

        BRIDGE: Dance, da-ance, dance, da-ance, dance !  (tear it up !) †                                   

@   Dance, da-ance, dance, da-ance, dance !  (all the way up !) †                                          

@   Dream while you’re there,                                                                                                            

@    throw away every care                                                                                                                

@   like a million dandelion spores                                                                                                           

@    tossed in the wind;                                                                                                       

@    Unburdened, if you dare                                                                                                           

@    __ as if you’d never sinned.              

    TAG:      Now just walk on air; breathe and dream                                                                                  

@   let your whole life flow through you like a stream.                                                                   

@   And don’t worry about a thing                                                                                                     

@   __ it’s just a dream . . .           

 [REPEAT HOOKS]                                                                                                                                                                            

[REPEAT BRIDGE]                                                                                                                                                                                           

[INSTRUMENTAL]                                                                                                                                                                         

[REPEAT HOOKS]                                                                                                                                                  

[REPEAT TAG]                                                                                                                                                               

[INSTRUMENTAL]                                                                                                                                                       

[REPEAT HOOKS UNTIL TOO EXHAUSTED TO DANCE ANYMORE]     

                                                                                           Written: Est. 1970 to 5-11-14                              

@                     [END]        ______________________________                                

@       * Bracketed ba, bas, are instrumental                                         

@       † In parentheses: spoken in background   
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